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Abstract
Cardiac fiber 3D architecture presents altered distribution and organization after myocardial
infarction (MI), leading to unknown consequences in potential ventricular arrhythmia. The
main aim of this work was to evaluate diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) parameters in 3D cardiac
fiber maps and scar regions to identify outperforming structural parameters associating to
ventricular arrhythmia inducibility and ventricular tachycardia (VT) features after MI.
Experimental methodology included 12 swine with prior MI at the left anterior
descending coronary artery, and 3 controls in similar weights. These underwent in-vivo cardiac
functional assessment and further electrophysiological characterization after 10-to-12 weeks of
infarct recovery. Both ventricular arrhythmia inducibility and VT features were characterized
per swine. Further 3D scar delineation and fiber distribution were retrieved from ex-vivo highresolution contrast-enhanced T1 mapping and DTI sequences, respectively. Diffusion-derived
parameters outperforming when distinguishing between healthy and scar regions, along with
established scar volumes and left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF), were included for
comparisons to assess ventricular arrhythmia inducibility and VT features.
The results showed that VT was inducible in 8 out of 12 post-MI swine, being
ventricular fibrillation (VF) the only inducible arrhythmia in remaining cases. A median of 2.5
sustained VT morphologies per animal was present after programmed ventricular stimulation
(PVS) (VT cycle length (CL): 212 ms, with an interquartile range (IQR): 205-266 ms). Neither
LVEF nor scar volumes (heterogeneous, dense or full scar volumes) were relevant in ventricular
arrhythmia inducibility and VT features comparisons.
3D fiber disorganization, as quantified from the DTI-derived fiber disorganization index
(FDI), presented high dense scar disorganization levels in only VF inducible cases. Conversely,
lower FDI in dense scar for VT inducible cases was observed (p=0.0485. FDI: 0.36, with IQR:
0.36-0.37 vs. 0.32, with IQR: 0.26-0.33, respectively). Of interest, VF induction sensitivity after
PVS was high for only VF swine (high dense FDI), whereas VT inducible cases (lower dense
FDI) and controls required more aggressive PVS maneuvers to reach VF induction. Besides,
heterogeneous scar FDI significantly correlated to median VT CL per swine (p= 0.04, R2 =
0.5320). Thus, increased FDI in heterogeneous region contributed to slower VT episodes, while
lower disorganization in same region promoted faster VT CLs.
Additional 3D VT region of interest (ROI) analysis (n= 6) were generated from VT
activation maps characterization. Structural insights from this region presented similar-to-scar
altered FDI levels, as compared to healthy regions (p=0.0038. FDI: 0.38, with IQR: 0.34-0.44
vs. 0.24, with IQR: 0.20-0.27, respectively). Furthermore, tissue distribution within 3D VT ROI
enclosed healthy viable tracts, suggesting their possible contribution to VT mechanisms.
Overall, cardiac fiber disorganization promoted ventricular arrhythmia inducibility and VT
features modulation after MI. This information could better stratify risk in post-MI patients
before probable ventricular arrhythmia episodes arise.
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Resumen
La arquitectura 3D de fibras cardíacas tras sufrir un infarto de miocardio (MI) presenta
alteraciones en su distribución y organización, contribuyendo a la aparición de consecuencias
desconocidas en potenciales arritmias ventriculares. El objetivo principal de este trabajo fue
evaluar parámetros derivados de imágenes de tensores de difusión (DTI) en mapas 3D de fibras
cardíacas y regiones de cicatriz para identificar aquellos con mejores capacidades que
contribuyen a la inducción de arritmias ventriculares y a las características de la taquicardia
ventricular (VT) postinfarto.
En la metodología experimental se incluyeron 12 cerdos con MI previo localizado en el
territorio de la arteria coronaria descendiente anterior izquierda, y 3 controles con pesos
similares. Tras 10 hasta 12 semanas de recuperación postinfarto, se realizó una evaluación invivo de la función cardíaca y una posterior caracterización electrofisiológica. Así, por animal
se analizó su inducibilidad de arritmias ventriculares y características adicionales de la VT.
Además, se obtuvo la distribución 3D de la cicatriz y de fibras cardíacas desde secuencias exvivo de mapeo de T1 de alta resolución realzadas por contraste y DTI, respectivamente. Los
parámetros derivados de DTI con mejores capacidades para distinguir entre zonas sanas y de
cicatriz, acompañados de los establecidos volúmenes de cicatriz y la fracción de eyección del
ventrículo izquierdo (LVEF), se incluyeron en los análisis de correlación con la inducibilidad
de arritmias ventriculares y características de las VT evaluadas.
Los resultados presentan 8 de 12 cerdos postinfarto con VT inducible, siendo la
fibrilación ventricular (VF) la única arritmia inducible en el resto de casos. Una mediana de 2.5
morfologías de VT sostenida se cuantificaron por animal tras estimulación ventricular
programada (PVS) (longitud de ciclo (CL) de la VT: 212 ms, con rango intercuartil (IQR): 205266 ms). Ni la LVEF ni los volúmenes de cicatriz (heterogéneos, densos o de cicatriz global)
fueron relevantes en las comparativas con la inducibilidad de arritmias ventriculares y
características de la VT.
La desorganización 3D de fibras, cuantificada por el índice de desorganización de fibras
(FDI) derivado de DTI, presentó niveles altos de desorganización dentro de la cicatriz densa en
casos en los que sólo fue posible la inducción de VF. De manera opuesta, se observaron niveles
de desorganización dentro de la cicatriz densa más bajos en aquellos casos en los que las VT
resultaron inducibles (p=0.0485. FDI: 0.36, con IQR: 0.36-0.37 vs. 0.32, con IQR: 0.26-0.33,
respectivamente). Curiosamente, la sensibilidad de inducción de VF tras PVS era alta para
animales en los que sólo fue posible la inducción de VF (FDI elevado en zona densa), mientras
que los casos en los que pudo inducirse VT (FDI disminuido en zona densa) y los controles
requirieron maniobras de PVS más agresivas para alcanzar la inducción de VF. Además, el FDI
en cicatriz heterogénea correlacionó significativamente con la mediana de la CL de la VT por
cerdo (p= 0.04, R2 = 0.5320). Por tanto, los niveles altos de FDI en región heterogénea
viii

contribuyeron a episodios de VT más lentos, mientras que niveles bajos de FDI en la misma
región promovieron CLs de la VT más rápidas.
De manera adicional, se incluyó el análisis de regiones 3D de interés (ROI) de la VT a
partir de cartografía de activación durante VT. Los análisis estructurales desde esta región
presentaron alteraciones similares a las de la cicatriz en sus niveles de FDI, comparando con
regiones sanas (p= 0.0038. FDI: 0.38, con IQR: 0.34-0.44 vs. 0.24, con IQR: 0.20-0.27,
respectivamente). A su vez, la distribución de tejido dentro de la ROI 3D de VT encerraba
tractos viables sanos, sugiriendo una potencial contribución en los mecanismos de la VT. De
manera general, la desorganización de fibras cardíacas promovió la inducibilidad de arritmias
ventriculares y la modulación de características de la VT postinfarto. Esta información podría
mejorar la estratificación de riesgo en pacientes postinfarto antes de la aparición de posibles
arritmias ventriculares.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Heart disease is the leading cause of death worldwide. It currently represents over 30 % of
global death claiming more lives than cancer and chronic lower respiratory disease combined
in the United States. From all these, myocardial infarction (MI) and stroke are the major
incident ones, accounting for 85 % overall1,2. Classical risk factors in general population for
heart disease enclose tobacco, alcohol, absence of physical exercise, poor diet and hypertension,
among others. When present alone or in combination, these can be used to detect patients under
a high risk of cardiovascular disease.
Still, although they have proven implications in cardiac burden, their relationships to
underlying disease pathophysiological mechanisms are not always straightforward. This is the
also the case of the myocardial infarction disease1,3,4.
Myocardial infarction belongs to the ischemic heart disease family. This involves poor blood
supply to heart tissue, leading to consequent cell death due to lack of oxygen. The most frequent
reason behind is the plaque deposits inside heart blood vessels participating in a systemic
inflammatory process called atherosclerosis. These deposits harden and get attached to vessel
inner walls, reducing effective cross-sectional surface of vessels and thus hindering blood
flow3,5. Having all this in mind, blood pressure would be expected to increase and thus
consequent risk factors as hypertension would arise, as previously reported6.
Indeed, a deeper understanding of disease mechanisms as in myocardial infarction
provides relevant clues about specific risk factors to target in primary prevention. Same applies
to cardiac burden derived from arising heart disease, potentially leading to other cardiac
problems. Following our previous example, acute cases of myocardial infarction include
myocardial tissue loss and replacement by fibrotic tissue, among other features. One of the
current treatments is called reperfusion, consisting of progressive removal of blocking clots in
ischemic regions to minimize burden. This procedure is not totally harmless, reason why
derived cardiac burden in acute myocardial infarction is also referred as myocardial ischemia /
reperfusion injury. After well-established in the Western world, this protocol succeeded in
limiting infarct size, enhancing tissue healing patterns and overall reducing mortality in
occurring myocardial infarction. Mortality decreased, but ischemia / reperfusion injury may
remain in these patients. This burden is addressed to be one of the most frequent causes of
cardiac arrhythmia, the background topic presented on this thesis7,8.
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1.1 Clinical background of cardiac
arrhythmia
Cardiac arrhythmia is the abnormal electrical activation of heart tissue leading to irregular
heartbeat9. This is one of the classical definitions of arrhythmia. But to know what abnormal
means, it is necessary to explain what normal activation stands for and its purpose in cardiac
beating.
Cardiac beating function is to pump oxygen-rich blood into the body. Full process is
referred to as cardiac cycle. This can be decomposed into diastole and systole phases, preceded
each by an isovolumetric (volume balancing) step to smooth phase transitions. During diastole
(Figure 1, left), blood lacking oxygen reaches right atrium in relaxation mode from both
superior and inferior vena cavae. Oxygen-rich blood reaches left atrium from pulmonary veins.
Since atrioventricular valves (tricuspid in right atrium, mitral in left atrium) are opened,
ventricles get filled from blood flowing from atria. Atria then contract to empty their content
into ventricles, closing atrioventricular valves to avoid backwards flow.
Following systole (see Figure 1, right), filled right ventricle contracts to pump blood to
the pulmonary artery. This will circulate blood lacking oxygen through the pulmonary circuit
to receive oxygen-rich blood during next diastole. Filled left ventricle also contracts with
twisting motion, pumping oxygen-rich blood to the aorta and thus the rest of the body. As a
curiosity, there are several models describing cardiac fiber architecture to explain left
ventricular contraction as the helical ventricular myocardial band proposed by Torrent-Guasp10,
but there is no current consensus on this matter.

Figure 1. The cardiac cycle with diastole (left) and systole (right) phases. Modified from
https://commons.wikimedia.org
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For the cardiac cycle to happen, coordinated muscle relaxation and contraction
movements need to occur in both atria and ventricles. This is where the cardiac electrical system
(see Figure 2, left) comes in. Global activation electrocardiogram (see Figure 2, right) is also
included for wave comparison with the activation sequence.
Activation sequence starts with the sinus atrial (SA) node (see Figure 2, step 1).
Composed of P cells, the SA node sends spontaneous electrical impulses towards the rest of the
tissue to control heart rate and thus acting as a pacemaker. This spontaneous capability of
electrical impulse generation is called automaticity. After the SA node activates, electrical
wavefront travels through both atria. This triggers muscle contraction and thus pump blood to
ventricles (diastole). Atrial contraction or depolarization in this phase is reflected as the P wave
in electrocardiogram. Once the wavefront reaches the atrioventricular (AV) node (see Figure 2,
step 2), impulse is quickly propagated to activate ventricles. This fast path is named His bundle
(see Figure 2, step 3) and further separates wavefront to reach both left and right ventricles.
Then, both left and right impulses follow a conduction network known as Purkinje system to
its terminations (see Figure 2, step 4).
This activation distribution triggers contraction of both ventricles, pumping oxygen-rich
blood through the aorta to the rest of the body (systole). Ventricular contraction or
depolarization appears in electrocardiogram as both Q, R and S peaks (the so called QRS
complex). Following T wave shows further ventricular relaxation or repolarization. Cardiac
cycle will start over again once new SA node impulses are generated11.

Figure 2. Cardiac electrical circuit (left, in purple) with sequential activation steps associated
to global activation signal (right). Modified from Patrick J. Lynch work. CC License.
In normal conditions, heart electrical circuit activation progressively triggers cardiac
contraction. But what to expect when regular electrical activation is altered? What if SA node
spontaneous activation slows down baseline heart rate? What if heart rate spontaneously gets
3

defined by secondary activation patterns instead of current SA node? At least two things can be
expected: (1) oxygen-rich blood delivery function will be affected, and thus (2) arrhythmia risk
will increase. Literature usually clusters arrhythmic events into two mechanistic families: focal
activity and reentrant activity mechanisms9,12.
Focal activity involves enhanced automaticity or triggered activity phenomena. Normal
heart rate in humans ranges from 60 to 100 bpm, as coordinated by SA node automaticity. If
the SA node increases or decreases leading pacing rate out of range (enhanced automaticity),
this may lead to sinus tachycardia or bradycardia respectively. Of note, whereas sinus
tachycardia may be due to physical exercise (increased oxygen demand) and thus be benign,
sinus bradycardia due to decreased oxygen supply could promote further cardiovascular
events12–14.
Apart from the SA node, automaticity can be found in the AV node and Purkinje system
cells. If activation rates are faster than SA ones, they could act as leading pacemakers and thus
set the heart rate. For instance, AV node automaticity under acute myocardial infarction
conditions could derive in abnormal junctional rhythms promoting focal atrial tachycardia.
Regarding triggered activity, abnormal premature tissue activation comes from previous
cardiac activation signals. This time it results very convenient to first introduce cell-level
electrical activation to then describe abnormality in activation9,15.
Cardiac tissue activation depends on its underlying cardiomyocytes membrane
potential, also known as cardiac action potential. It is generated thanks to ion transportation
processes through transmembrane channels. Isolating a single cardiomyocyte action potential,
five different phases can be distinguished (see Figure 3). Phase 0 is the depolarization phase,
in which membrane potential increases from resting state (- 90 mV) to positive values mainly
by letting sodium ions travel into the cell with calcium ions contribution. After depolarization
is reached, sodium ion channels close in phase 1. Afterwards, phase 2 (known as plateau) ion
exchange mainly lets potassium ions out of the cell while allowing surrounding calcium ions
into it. Phase 3 is the repolarization phase, characterized by closed calcium ion channels (losing
plateau levels) and outward potassium ion flux. This will reach again resting membrane
potential (phase 4), making cell excitable again.
Regarding cell non-excitability or refractoriness, phases comprising from 0 to 3
correspond to the total refractory period. Two different stages can be distinguished within it:
the effective refractory period (ERP) and the relative refractory period (RRP). The ERP appears
during phase 0, 1, 2 and part of phase 3, impeding the appearance of new cardiac action
potentials as the sodium channel is not fully recovered. At the ending of phase 3 and before
reaching resting membrane voltage levels, the RRP allows new action potentials to appear due
to the partial reactivation of sodium channels, but requiring a larger stimulus to occur16–18.
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Figure 3. Cardiac action potential example. Modified from Santana et al.17.
In arrhythmic events based on triggered activity, depolarization depends on previous
cardiac action potential activity. This phenomenon is named afterdepolarization, occurring
during phases 2 and 3 (early) or right after repolarization finished (delayed). If
afterdepolarization reaches a certain voltage threshold, it may trigger a spontaneous
extrasystole contributing to arrhythmia initiation, as in atrial fibrillation9,12.
The other family of arrhythmic events is based on reentrant activity mechanisms. One
of the most common types is the circus reentry, referring to how the leading activation
wavefront propagates around a blocking region, re-activating the origin region. Blocking
regions nature can be structural and / or functional12. To identify circus reentrant activity,
Mines19 proposed three main criteria: (1) activation wavefront only propagates in one direction,
(2) exiting wavefront takes a different path and reaches the origin region, and (3) interruption
in any point of the reentry path terminates with reentrant wavefront. Of note, there are other
types of reentry such as the figure-8 model 20 (clock and counterclockwise circus propagations)
and reflection12,21 (wavefront crossing ion-free extracellular regions are locally diffused,
promoting backwards non-circus propagation), among others.
About the nature of blocking regions, it is rather challenging to know about functional
and structural contributions to reentry22. As mentioned before, circus reentry requires region of
origin to recover from refractoriness before wavefront arrives. But this same exiting wavefront
could travel around fixed non-excitable regions as infarcted areas (structural feature) to
accomplish full reentry. If the path around these fixed non-excitable regions is electrically
interrupted and thus reentry terminates, structural circus reentry should be expected. This is the
case of ventricular tachycardia (VT) events after myocardial infarction, arrhythmia under study
in this work.
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1.2 Scar – related ventricular tachycardia
Ventricular arrhythmias are common life-threatening episodes after myocardial infarction.
Patients suffering an infarct will carry certain risk of further ventricular arrhythmia occurrence
for their entire lives. This is due to the MI injury, which after several months (chronic condition)
establishes as a combination of healed myocardium with the so-called “scar region”. Those
affected regions present in most cases reentry mechanisms allowing ventricular tachycardia to
initiate and sustain over time23–26.
Scar regions in reentrant ventricular tachycardia patients present several electrical and
structural abnormalities. At cell level, gap junctions between surviving cardiomyocytes
rearrange from cell ends to positions around cell lateral membranes. This phenomenon is called
gap junction lateralization, and contributes to the appearance of slow conduction regions with
altered action potential properties such as refractoriness27,28. Collagen presence is increased in
healed MI injury, promoting three main types of fibrosis, as described below.
Replacement fibrosis arises to maintain myocardium integrity. This will mostly act as a
blocking region, allowing pure structural reentry and contributing to ventricular dysfunction.
Interstitial fibrosis locates along fiber bundles, hindering transverse electrical propagation.
About diffuse fibrosis, it presents as an intermingle of healthy tissue bundles with short collagen
depositions. This latter type has been reported to directly affect conduction velocity in tissue,
promoting wavefront breakup and thus VT reentry24,29,30.
Structural remodeling is also observable at tissue level. Although myocardial fiber
disarray is naturally present in healthy myocardium, this has been addressed to play a key role
in scar regions to host VT. These regions present slow conduction with non-uniform electrical
anisotropic properties, along with a decreased wall thickness. This latter feature has been
recently reported to be involved in VT reentry sites31–36.
Altogether, these features create fixed and / or functional electrical blocking regions and
thus facilitating VT reentry mechanism. These regions compose the so-called VT circuits.
Three main regions are to be distinguished within them: entry site, common pathway or
protected isthmus and exit site. As reentry occurs, wavefront propagation travels from healthy
myocardium towards the scar region. This region presents slow conduction properties, being
also frequent the presence of abnormal low amplitude electrograms (i.e. fractioned and middiastolic electrograms) within it. Due to regional anisotropic properties in scar, wavefront main
direction is deviated to the protected isthmus through its entry site. This isthmus is surrounded
by non-excitable barrier regions, defining a protected pathway. Also, both slow conduction and
anisotropy features grant some extra time for entry site tissue to recover excitability while
wavefront travels towards the end of the VT isthmus. Orthodromic wavefront then leaves the
protected isthmus through its exit site (identified right before the QRS onset in the ventricular
activation signals), reaching again entry site with faster conduction velocity through the outer
loop(s) of those non-excitable regions. If entry site tissue refractoriness ended, it will again be
excited and thus hosts VT reentry. 22,24,26,33,37.
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1.3 Technical approach in arrhythmia
evaluation
Both electrical and structural abnormalities define the VT region of interest. Three main
approaches are followed in clinical practice to investigate these abnormalities:
Electrocardiography. This non-invasive technique measures heart electrical activation signal
through time (see Figure 2, right). Cyclic depolarization and repolarization occur along the
cardiac cycle, creating field variations recorded as voltage signals. Of course, one pair of
surface electrodes is not enough to differentiate activation information from every region, so
several pair combinations are usually employed. These are called leads, and most common
configuration is the 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG). This is composed of three limb leads (I,
II, and III), together with three augmented leads (aVR, aVL and aVF) and six precordial leads
(labeled from V1 to V6). Of note, only 10 physical electrodes are attached to the patient to
record ECG. Precordial leads make use of Wilsons’s central terminal, a virtual negative sink
created from combined limb electrode contributions. In case of augmented signals, virtual
negative electrode is named Goldberg’s central terminal, created from remaining limb electrode
contributions38. Figure 4 presents a 12-lead ECG example showing how ventricular
depolarization distributes along leads during a sustained monomorphic VT episode.

Figure 4. Example of a 12-lead ECG recording during a sustained monomorphic VT episode.
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Cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR). This non-invasive set of imaging techniques generates
three-dimensional (3D) images thanks to the presence of hydrogen in cardiac tissue. Under a
magnetic field, magnetization of water hydrogen protons can be modified if excited with
radiofrequency (RF) pulses at resonance frequency (called Larmor frequency). After RF
excitation, original magnetization is recovered and a signal is produced that depends on tissue
characteristic relaxation times (T1, T2). This provides contrast for the 3D images, as relaxation
varies between tissue types.
CMR is commonly used to assess cardiac structure, function, and perform tissue
characterization, among others. In case of VT patients after MI, both cine and late gadoliniumenhanced (LGE) sequences are commonly obtained. Cine sequence generates 3D images
through time (4D) to assess cardiac function. A classical measurement is the left ventricular
ejection fraction (LVEF), which is the ratio of pumped blood from the left ventricle (LV)
against LV volume in end-diastolic phase. Regarding LGE (or late contrast enhanced)
sequence, this is the gold standard technique for scar tissue characterization. A gadoliniumbased contrast agent is administered in patients prior to CMR, which attaches to fibrotic tissues
and enhances its response in image39,40. Figure 5 presents examples of both sequences.
Although not established in clinical practice, structural abnormalities may also be
detected by acquiring a diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) sequence. At the time of acquisition,
diffusion information can be retrieved if several diffusion-weighting factors (b) are applied,
quantifying water molecules movement in 3D41. In case of heart tissue, this sequence provides
information about fiber orientation, which could be relevant for the characterization of fibrotic
myocardial regions42,43.

Figure 5. Examples of LGE and Cine CMR sequences in infarcted heart.
Electroanatomic mapping (EAM). This invasive technique enables 3D reconstruction of
cardiac cavities geometry to represent acquired electrophysiology information on them. EAM
systems are typically applied to 3D guidance during RF ablation procedures. To do so, a
mapping catheter with electrodes is first placed into the desired cavity. EAM system positions
catheter in 3D (using a magnetic sensor tip), and reconstructs cavity geometry as the catheter
gets close to cardiac walls. Separate endocardial surfaces are obtained for LV and right ventricle
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(RV), whereas there is a single epicardial outer surface. Thanks to catheter electrodes, local
tissue activation electrograms can be acquired to perform tissue characterization (voltage
mapping) and to represent electrical activation sequences (activation mapping) in 3D, among
others.
Voltage mapping differentiates between healthy and scar tissue based on local bipolar
electrogram voltages. Bipolar thresholds define healthy tissue over 1.5 mV, whereas scar tissue
is divided into dense scar (below 0.5 mV) and heterogeneous scar (between 0.5 mV and 1.5
mV) regions. Activation mapping shows relative representations of tissue activation times in
3D. Activation references must be equivalent between cardiac cycles (i.e., maximum peak in
the QRS complex). Time difference between base activation reference (typically one lead from
ECG) and local tissue electrogram reference in the same cycle encodes the activation sequence
in 3D44,45. Figure 6 shows an example of voltage mapping in infarcted regions with further
activation mapping during VT.

Figure 6. Example of endocardial and epicardial voltage mapping (left) with further
activation mapping during VT (right).
Although convenient to study reentry mechanisms in VT patients, it is rare and
challenging to obtain detailed activation maps during VT. Whenever VT induction is feasible,
current gold standard to detect the precise 3D location of the VT isthmus is to perform
entrainment mapping. This maneuver paces at circuit locations (or adjacent) during reentrant
VT to reset the actual circuit. For that condition to happen, paced locations have to recover its
excitability from previous VT reentry and before receiving next reentrant wavefront.
Outcoming surface ECG reproduces the tachycardia morphology depending on the applied
pacing rate and the VT cycle length and channel distribution. Nonetheless, induction of VT
could derive in a more severe arrhythmia like ventricular fibrillation (VF) with potential fatal
consequences, so these maneuvers can only be applied in hemodynamically stable episodes37,46.
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Chapter 2

Motivation and goals
Structural remodeling of myocardium has been widely described in ventricular tachycardia
patients after myocardial infarction to contribute to the appearance of an arrhythmogenic
substrate. As this substrate is closely related to established scars, a proper structural
characterization including 3D morphology and fiber distribution in scar is very convenient to
understand arrhythmia reentrance features22,47.
3D scar morphology can be obtained from contrast-enhanced cardiac magnetic
resonance images (ce-CMR), a well established gold standard approach to differente between
moderate fibrosis (heterogeneous scar) and severe fibrosis (dense scar) regions48,49.
Nevertheless, the predictive value of scar quantification remains controversial regarding
ventricular arrhythmia risk50,51 and thus has not yet been considered for risk stratification in
clinical practice8,52.
On the other side, fiber distribution inside the scar is usually derived from diffusion
tensor images (DTI)43,53. This sequence provides excellent reproducibility of myocardial
microstructure under ex-vivo implementations47,54 . Furthermore, several groups have reported
fiber spatial arrangement and curvature to contribute to VT reentry patterns33,35. Unfortunately,
the need of additional sequence acquisition along with in-vivo intrinsic limitations precludes
the use of DTI in clinical VT studies54,55.
Main established risk stratifier for sudden cardiac death (SCD) after MI is the LVEF8.
Surprisingly, this parameter shows limited specificity and is not directly related to ventricular
arrhythmia mechanisms56,57. This opens a great chance for using a well-established swine model
of VT after MI to study underlying fiber architecture in scar22,33. This could offer relevant
insights regarding ventricular arrhythmia mechanisms31,35.
Consequently, the main goals of this thesis are:
(1) To determine those structural parameters derived from DTI that best detect differences
between healthy and infarct regions.
(2) To assess their implications within infarct tissue characterization in ventricular
arrhythmia inducibility and VT features.
Regarding contributions, this thesis work includes:
•

Reasoned criteria to generate deterministic cardiac fiber maps in infarcted hearts from
DTI. To do so, we rely on our experimental swine data which differentiates between
healthy and infarct regions. Since viable fibers are crucial participants in VT reentry, we
based these criteria on healthy tissue diffusion features.
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•

•

DTI-derived parameters best detecting structural differences between healthy and scar
regions. Of note, this study also divides the scar into heterogeneous (diffuse fibrosis) and
dense (well-established fibrosis) regions during analysis. This provides additional
insights to select the best parameters depending on specific scar regions.
Role of infarct scar in ventricular arrhythmia inducibility and VT features, separating
heterogeneous and dense region contributions. These offer novel experimental structural
insights on VT mechanisms, and its relationship to currently established scar tissue
characterization.

To present this work, this document is organized as follows. Chapter 1 is meant to be a
background introduction to the study of ventricular arrhythmia after myocardial infarction.
Chapter 2 includes the motivation to study structural contributions to VT, along with thesis
contributions and organization. Chapter 3 covers detailed explanations of the experimental
setting supporting this work. Chapter 4 includes technical approaches and criteria to process
experimental data leading to structural contributions analysis. Chapter 5 presents structural
contribution analyses in ventricular arrhythmia inducibility and VT features. These analyses
were possible thanks to the prior definition of fiber map growth criteria in infarcted hearts.
Also, structural parameters best differentiating between healthy and scar regions supported the
analyses. As so, both fiber map criteria and best structural parameters were included at the
beginning of the chapter. Chapter 6 discusses implications of these findings in current VT bases,
along with its limitations. Chapter 7 presents final conclusions about this thesis with discussion
about further work.
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Chapter 3

Experimental study in swine
This chapter presents the protocol followed for swine experiments. All studies were conducted
in accordance with institutional guidelines and National and European regulation guidelines for
the care and use of laboratory animals. Also, all CMR studies and interventional procedures
were performed under general anesthesia58.

3.1 Swine model of infarct-related
ventricular tachycardia
Twelve male swine (large white, ~35 Kg) were included in this study. Full details of the infarct
model in swine has been described elsewhere59. In brief, swine underwent percutaneous
catheterization of the left anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery under general anesthesia.
Anesthesia induction was achieved with intramuscular ketamine injection (15 mg/kg), xylazine
(2 mg/kg) and midazolam (0.5 mg/kg). This was then maintained with continuous intravenous
ketamine infusion (2 mg/kg/h), xylazine (0.2 mg/kg/h) and midazolam (0.2 mg/kg/h).
Swine were intubated and mechanically ventilated with oxygen (fraction of inspired O2
of 21 %) during the entire procedure. Continuous intravenous amiodarone infusion (150 mg/h)
was administered during the procedure to decrease malignant arrhythmia appearance.
Unfractionated heparin (300 mg/kg) was also administered at the onset of the instrumentation.
The LAD coronary artery was occluded for 60 min with an angioplasty balloon (Figure
7). Balloon location and maintenance was monitored by angiography means, confirming the
acute MI from regional ST elevation as monitored from the 12-lead ECG. If VF arose during
the protocol, non-synchronized shocks were delivered. Balloon was deflated after 60 minutes
of occlusion. Further coronary angiogram was recorded to confirm patency and reperfusion of
the coronary artery.
Five days after the procedure, swine were transferred to specific animal research
facilities. Ten to twelve weeks were established as recovery period prior to CMR and invasive
electrophysiology (EP) studies. A group of 3 additional weight-matched pigs with no MI were
included as controls.
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Figure 7. Infarct model using balloon occlusion of the LAD58.

3.2 Cardiac magnetic resonance functional
assessment
After the recovery period, swine were transferred back to continue with experimental protocol.
Functional evaluation was performed one to three days prior the EP study. Using a Philips
Achieva 3T-Tx whole-body scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands), segmented
and ECG-gated cine steady-state free precession (SSFP) was performed (see Figure 5, right).
Acquisition settings include a field of view (FOV) of 280x280 mm, slice thickness of 6
mm (no gap), repetition time (TR) of 2.8 ms, echo time (TE) of 1.4 ms, flip angle at 45º and
voxel size of 1.8x1.8 mm. Retrieved cardiac phases were 25, setting the number of excitations
(NEX) at 3. Around 12 contiguous short-axis slices were acquired to cover heart from apex to
base and to evaluate LVEF after established MI for further comparisons.

3.3 Cardiac electrophysiology study
The EP study was performed using percutaneous venous and arterial femoral access to reach
RV and LV respectively. Epicardial access was obtained using a subxiphoid percutaneous
approach. A screw-in catheter (Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN) was positioned in the RV for
programmed ventricular stimulation. Atrial and ventricular electrograms were simultaneously
recorded by positioning a 24-pole catheter (Orbiter Woven, Boston Scientific, Queensbury,
NY) in the epicardium. A 6-F pigtail catheter was also positioned in the aorta to monitor
hemodynamic changes. Regarding electrical and blood pressure signals, these were recorded
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using the LabSystem-Pro EP recording system (Boston Scientific, Lowell, MA) during the
extent of the study.

3.3.1 Electroanatomic mapping and ventricular
reconstruction
First, ventricular reconstructions for both endocardium (LV and RV) and epicardium surfaces
were retrieved as 3D meshes. These were used to represent ventricular activation patterns
during VT, when available. Chosen EAM system was Carto 3 (Biosense Webster, Diamond
Bar, CA), using a 3.5 mm irrigated tip mapping catheter (Navistar Thermocool, Biosense
Webster). To generate 3D geometry reconstructions, Carto 3 EAM system includes the fast
anatomic mapping (FAM) technology. In a nutshell, 3D meshes are defined by a set of geometry
points and its connectivity to create a surface60.
As the physician navigated close to cardiac inner walls, the EAM system automatically
acquired a geometry point (stored as 3D coordinates). These are continuous real time events,
so connectivity between points has to be created and updated in real time to visualize a 3D
surface. Of note, the FAM technology also evaluated 3D surface topological features (or
manifoldness) in order to avoid mistaken reconstructions (i.e., intersecting surfaces). Once
covered every cavity surface, ventricular reconstructions were ready. Special care when
acquiring ventricular geometries was put to delineate the aorta (Ao), mitral and tricuspid annuli
(MA and TA), and right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT) regions. These will serve as
anatomical landmarks in further ventricular geometries co-location. Figure 8 presents an
example of endocardial reconstruction composed of 3D points and its connections (or edges).

Figure 8. Endocardium ventricular reconstruction example using EAM58.
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3.3.2 Ventricular tachycardia induction protocol
Programmed ventricular stimulation was delivered from the RV screw-in catheter to attempt
ventricular arrhythmia induction. Stimulation was delivered at twice the threshold capture,
fixing pulse width at 2 ms. This protocol consisted of five sequential basic drive cycle lengths
(BDCL) for 10 beats (S1) at 350, 300, 280, 260 or 250 ms. Each BDCL included up to four
extrastimuli (S2, S3, S4 and S5) decremented until refractoriness or 200 ms of minimum
coupling interval (if BDCL fixed at 350 or 300 ms) or 180 ms of minimum coupling interval
(if BDCL fixed at 280, 260 or 250 ms).
This sequential approach always started with (S1, S2) at (350, 300) ms, establishing an
initial 50 ms gap between S1 and S2. Extrastimulus was decrementing steps were established
at 10 ms until refractoriness or 200 ms of S2 coupling interval. After it, an additional
extrastimulus (S3) was included, resetting S2 and S3 extrastimuli to 40 ms over S2
refractoriness to start over the decrementing steps at 10 ms intervals. This will initially affect
the S3 extrastimuli, followed by the S2 extrastimuli. Remaining S4 and S5 extrastimuli were
included following the same criteria.
Once all extrastimuli were included and S2 reached refractoriness for the initial S1
BDCL (350 ms), the S1 was decremented to the next BDCL (300 ms), calculating the following
steps as previously described for the first S1 BDCL at 350 ms. After reaching the last S1 BDCL
(250 ms) with all extrastimuli combinations tested, if VT or VF was not induced, the protocol
included sequential burst pacing S1 trains for 10 s, starting at 240 ms of BDCL. This was
decremented in 10 ms steps up to a minimum of 180 ms of BDCL. Figure 9 presents an induced
VT episode after programmed ventricular stimulation including 3 extrastimuli.

Figure 9. Example of induced VT episode after programmed ventricular stimulation as
recorded from 12-lead ECG58.
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All induced VT and VF episodes during the stimulation protocol were tagged and
recorded for further processing. If hemodynamic collapse arose during any induced ventricular
arrhythmia, direct current cardioversion was delivered to restore sinus rhythm. In all cases
(including controls), VF was always induced at the end of the EP study to determine VF
sensitivity under programmed ventricular stimulation.

3.3.3 Activation mapping during ventricular
tachycardia
This step was included whenever a long lasting and hemodynamically stable VT episode arose
during the induction protocol. Activation during VT was mapped either using the 3.5 mm
mapping catheter or a 20-pole steerable mapping catheter (Pentarray, Biosense Webster).
Retrieved bipolar signals were filtered at 30-500 Hz for further processing. The 12-lead ECG
recordings provided extra information to ease the search process when retrieving activation
maps during the episode.
The main objective, as mentioned in section 1.2, was to find the circuit responsible of
maintaining the VT episode. Slow conduction regions between entrance and exit sites
delineated the channel location when mapping. Faster passive propagations were generally
expected elsewhere. As explained in section 1.3, this procedure is risky as the VT episode could
derive in a lethal arrhythmia such as VF anytime. Consequently, mapping was mostly focused
on channel regions to well characterize the VT circuit.

Figure 10. Example of endocardial activation map during VT58.
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In Figure 10, entrance and exit sites (magenta and red color regions, respectively) are
clearly located. For every VT cycle, activation wavefront leaves through exit site towards the
apex. Fastly, this propagates to the posterior wall and around the channel in the anterior wall.
Passive activation can be observed in the RV (nearly homogeneous color) in this example.
Finally, wavefront finds the entrance region and follows the isthmus (straight path from
entrance to exit sites) to reach the VT channel exit again. Of note, reentry in this example
follows a figure 8 pattern, as mentioned in section 1.1. To further evaluate the 3D channel
location, entrainment maneuvers were also delivered. In Figure 10 left panel, entrance site was
paced at nearly the VT cycle length rate, reproducing the exact tachycardia morphology (as
seen from the 12-lead ECG). After entrainment mapping, reentrant activity with the same VT
morphology continue.

3.4 Heart explantation and preparation
Once all the targeted EP information was retrieved, preparations for the ex–vivo ce-CMR
acquisitions were initiated. Ten minutes prior to euthanasia and heart excision, a single
intravenous bolus (0.2 mM/kg) of gadolinium-based contrast agent (Dotarem, Guerbet) was
administered. After explantation, the main objective was to preserve in-vivo diastolic volumes
in ventricles (Figure 11, left) to maintain fiber architecture.

Figure 11. Example of excised filled heart (left) and the used MR compatible container
(middle and right) in ex-vivo CMR58.
To do so, an atrial trans-septal puncture was performed to further balance intracavitary
volumes in the four cardiac chambers. Secondly, all vein orifices were sealed with surgical
threads to avoid volume leaks during heart filling with a 2% warm agarose gel solution (~38
degrees Celsius). This was performed through a cannula positioned into the aorta and a second
cannula into the pulmonary artery. Afterwards, hearts were introduced into a custom-designed
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MR compatible container (Figure 11, right) that perfectly adjusted to the CMR antenna. The
container was prefilled with a 2% agarose gel bed to facilitate heart´s accommodation. Finally,
additional 2% agarose solution was added until hearts were fully embedded in it. Agarose gel
was fully consistent after a cooling-down process of 20 minutes at room temperature.

3.5 Ex-vivo cardiac magnetic resonance
assessment
One advantage of acquiring CMR images in ex-vivo settings is the possibility of achieving
higher resolution as compared to clinical in-vivo settings. This was important to precisely
delineate 3D scar regions in contrast-enhanced images. Contrary to standard LGE sequence
where 3D image voxels are encoded with single T1 relaxation times, full sampling of the T1
relaxation curve was retrieved per voxel. This approach provided a detailed tissue
characterization per voxel region.
To do so, T1 mapping61 was acquired using Look-Locker IR-TFE (TR/TE/Flip angle=
5.9 mm / 2.8 mm / 7o) sequence. Acquired isotropic resolution was 0.6 mm3. New inversion
pulse was applied every 6 s to avoid signal saturation. Thirty-six inversion times (samples in
the T1 curve) were acquired with a 147 ms gap between them.
Furthermore, one goal in this study was to study fiber architecture. This was performed
by acquiring a diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) sequence. This sequence takes advantage of the
restricted diffusivity of water molecules in myocardium (along cardiac fibers long axis in
healthy tissue) to evaluate tissue architecture47. Acquired isotropic resolution was 1.1 mm3
using single-shot Spin Eco-EPI sequence with SENSE factor of 2 to avoid susceptibility
artefacts.

Figure 12. Cardiac fiber dummy (left) with examples of 3D main diffusion vector encoded in
DTI slices (right).
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To fully characterize the DTI model, 15 different diffusion directions were acquired
with a diffusion factor of 600 s/mm2, also acquiring a reference image with no diffusion
weighting (b=0 s/mm2). This provided proper reconstruction of 3D diffusion vectors (tensors)
associating to tissue inner structure per voxel, as presented in Figure 12. Diagonalizing per
voxel, 3 eigenvectors (V0, V1 and V2) are obtained to define 3D diffusion direction. This also
orders every component contribution in terms of energy, that is, V0 will be the direction
contributing most to the overall 3D diffusion direction. In these terms, V0 is also referred as the
main diffusion direction. Further parameter calculation using eigenvectors (and its associated
eigenvalues acting as vector magnitudes) fed our structural analysis, as presented in the next
chapter.
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Chapter 4

Experimental data
processing
This chapter contains detailed explanations about technical approaches implemented to process
experimental swine data. Data include 3D EAM meshes with VT activation information, 12lead ECG recordings from induced VTs, high resolution ce-CMR and DTI sequences.
To ease processing, several user-friendly visualization interfaces were coded and
adapted to data nature. These software tools and interfaces were custom-designed in Matlab
version 2015 (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA). R1 relaxation parameters were calculated from
the T1 mapping sequence using a custom software in IDL version 8.1 (IDL, Berkshire, UK).
Calculation of DTI structural features was performed in DTIStudio62 and Matlab. Fiber tracking
was calculated in DTIStudio and postprocessed with Matlab. Mesh registrations were
performed in Matlab and refined, if necessary, with Meshlab (ISTI, Italy). Intra and inter-case
statistical comparisons were made in Matlab, while final VT features statistiscs were performed
in Graphpad Prism (GraphPad Software Inc., California, US). Rest of data processing was all
performed in Matlab.

4.1 In-vivo electrophysiology information
This section presents processing details of the in-vivo cardiac EP study data, introduced in
section 3.3. Approaches cover data projection and interpolation onto 3D meshes and signal
feature retrieval from induced VT episodes, among others.

4.1.1 3D electroanatomic geometry from ventricles
First milestone was to handle 3D ventricular reconstructions coming from the EAM system.
This implied input / output (I/O) software to read Carto 3 custom mesh files (.mesh), to store
them in well-established formats (.ply, .stl and .vtk) and to reload them. Although one
widespread format should be sufficient to work with 3D meshes in different mesh platforms,
each of them only handles a subset of mesh formats. Therefore, to avoid possible problems with
diverse formats, it was decided to implement I/O software for each of them.
Regarding 3D mesh definitions, these were composed of points and its connections to
represent a 3D surface (2 lists in practice). Point were encoded in 3D Euclidean coordinates
and expressed in mm in all formats. Regarding connectivity between points, surfaces are usually
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specified in triangles (3 points, minimum required to constitute a discrete surface) or quads (4
points). Some formats do not handle quad definitions for surfaces. Since Carto 3 connectivity
list only uses triangle definitions, software was only adapted for this definition. Connectivity
list thus refers to each triangle including relative references to 3 mesh points.

4.1.2 Induction protocol data
This step was designed to retrieve relevant ventricular arrhythmia features during the induction
protocol. Thanks to sequential steps followed during programmed ventricular stimulation, it
was rather straightforward to obtain an aggressiveness index (AI).

Figure 13. Programmed ventricular stimulation induction protocol58.
The AI relative score reflects the animal sensitivity to VT or VF induction. Figure 13
includes relevant sequential steps defining increasing AI through the protocol. As included in
subsection 3.3.2, the induction protocol always started at (S1=350 ms, S2=300 ms). This would
score 0 %, while last steps (10 s burst pacing with S1 ≤ 200 ms) would score 100 %. Generally,
whenever the last active extrastimulus reached refractoriness (or minimum coupling interval),
sequence was reset with an additional extrastimulus and consequent increasing AI.
If successful during induction, the following criteria were established to define
sustained monomorphic VT (SMVT) episodes. Episode presented a wide QRS complex (over
120 ms) tachycardia (over 100 beats per minute), including atrioventricular dissociation and
lasting over 30 s or leading to hemodynamic collapse in less. Different SMVT morphologies
were identified thanks to the 12-lead ECG recordings (Figure 4 and Figure 9).
To verify this, a median morphology similarity index (SI) was calculated using a sliding
10-beat window through the whole episode. A signal cross-correlation function was
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implemented and normalized by energy means to quantify similarity against the previous
median reference beat. In brief,
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =

∑𝑖𝑖�𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏(𝑖𝑖) ∗ 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑖𝑖)�

�∑𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏(𝑖𝑖)2 ∗ ∑𝑖𝑖 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑖𝑖)2

,

where every beat is compared against the reference median beat (ref), sample by sample.
Median results from sliding windows composed the overall SI per episode. Of note, if reference
is replaced by the same analyzed beat, SI would be 100 %. VT episodes providing a SI over 93
% were considered the same VT.
Taking advantage of prior beat detection, median cycle length (CL) was also retrieved
from the VT episode. Altogether, every SMVT episode was associated to an AI, a SI and a
median CL. Regarding arising VF episodes during programmed ventricular stimulation, these
were only assigned an AI to afterwards analyze sensitivity to VT and VF induction.

4.1.3 Activation map data during ventricular
tachycardia
If available, activation maps during VT needed to be exported to our 2-list format. Bridges from
Carto 3 were implemented (subsection 4.1.1) to read 3D surface meshes. These same .mesh
files included information about bipolar voltage (i.e., peak-to-peak QRS voltage) and relative
activation time (i.e., between one ECG lead and local QRS complex maximum peaks) per mesh
point. However, acquired information points were generally less than mesh geometry points.
Information points represent the actual positions of the catheter at the time of acquiring
intracavitary signals, along with those additional data. These were also stored in Carto files as
“[Map Index]-[Map Name]_car.txt”, but they were not part of the 3D surface.
Instead, the EAM system stored catheter floating positions between poles at the time of
acquisition. Projection towards the 3D surface and further data spreading processes were
internally computed, yielding the final 3D mesh with encoded activation times during VT.
Therefore, it was decided to compute those processes from floating information points with
custom-designed software. This granted better control of the full 3D representation, trying to
minimize smoothing and to avoid losing relevant information.
From floating information points, first step was to project them towards the 3D mesh
geometry points. In practical terms, projection makes each information point to find its
matching one on the 3D surface. To select which mesh point best matches a given info point
there were different options. One possible choice was to go for closest distance one (Figure 14,
left), but discrete surface definitions could introduce non-desired data shifting when
representing51. The number of raw floating data points in Figure 14 map was 1104. As a direct
consequence of shifting, the amount of represented data points after projection was 645
(~around 40 % of data loss), as in the Figure 14 example (white crosses on left voltage map).
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Figure 14. Projection methods comparison using closest distances (left) or optimal triangles
(right) criteria in LV voltage map. 3D mesh rendering was performed with custom-made
visualization tool.
To overcome this point density-dependent issue, an optimal triangle projection
algorithm was also implemented (Figure 14, right). This algorithm relied on the imaginary
tetrahedron composed by the floating point and a given close triangle. If the tetrahedron
surfaces formed less than 90 degrees each with the given triangle, the floating point was
projected on it following its normal vector (it assumes projection direction follows it).
Represented data points amount after projection with this method were 983 (~around 20 % of
data loss), as in the Figure 14 example (white crosses on right voltage map). Same interpolation
method (described below) was applied for visual comparisons. Despite the better performance
of the optimal triangle case (representing more data), closest distance projections are well
established in literature and resembled those of Carto 3. Thus, we applied the closest distance
projection method in all meshes, limiting projections below 6 mm.
Afterwards, projected info points onto the 3D surface fed the data spreading process,
also known as interpolation. This was defined to follow a popular special surface interpolation
method: the inverse distance-weighted (IDW) algorithm63. Briefly, points with unknown info
were assigned a weighted linear combination of the neighboring (below 10 mm) info-filled
projected points. Weights were based on quadratic distances to promote closest info points to
transfer most of their data into the unknown info points. Additionally, light smoothing of the
unknown info points using a median filter (5 mm) was included to unsharpen activation
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propagation if needed. After exporting in .ply, VT activation maps were loaded in Meshlab
(ISTI, Italy) to trim and refine anatomical landmarks. Final refined VT activation maps (as in
Figure 10) were also exported in .ply format and stored for further VT region of interest
analysis.

4.2 Ex-vivo cardiac magnetic resonance
processing
Algorithms for image segmentation for each sequence are detailed in this section. Ex-vivo
sequences were rather clean and did not contain any relevant artefacts. Also, special care was
taken when adding agarose gel into the MR-compatible container to avoid air bubbles. This
was key to accelerate the overall segmentation process. Furthermore, structural parameters
derived from segmented DTI are also calculated for later analysis. I/O software to handle
Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine (DICOM) files in T1 mapping and DTI was
also included. Raw data format (.dat) I/O was also implemented to use when convenient.

4.2.1 T1 mapping sequence
This sequence provided 3D high resolution scar delineation for later comparisons. This
involved encoding of every voxel with a 36-sample relaxation curve. To facilitate the
segmentation of these images, we calculated the R1 relaxation ratio for each voxel T1 mapping
curved using a custom software in IDL, which generated the so-called “R1 images”, as
previously described64.In brief, a three-parameter nonlinear curve fitting was applied to each
voxel, approximating signal relaxation as

𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝐴𝐴 − 𝐵𝐵 ∗ 𝑒𝑒

(

−𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
)
𝑇𝑇1

,

where T1 is the inverse of the desired R1 relaxation ratio, and (A, B) are translation and scaling
parameters to support curve fitting.. After obtaining the R1 image, the segmentation process
was started (Figure 15).
Firstly, I took advantage from the prior 36 images from T1 mapping to prefilter R1
images. The idea was to generate automatically coarse 3D masks containing only ventricles
from very high contrast relaxation images. These were detected from 3D intensity histogram
analysis, choosing those images with decreased agarose intensity as compared to median
agarose (best 20 %). Automatic Otsu-based thresholding per high contrast image yielded basic
masks. These were directly combined (logical OR operation) to obtain a coarse mask to prefilter
R1 images. Left column from Figure 15 shows segmentation of ventricles (green mask) well
separated from the MR-compatible container background.
Final R1 masks were then calculated from prefiltered R1 images. Again, an automatic
Otsu-based thresholding algorithm masked both ventricles. This 2-step approach provided
better performance than directly segmenting the raw R1 image. In right column from Figure
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15, short-axis slices present finer R1 masks (in green) over prefiltered regions (in grey) from
T1 mapping. Finally, several 3D graphic operations were applied to final R1 masks. These
were: (1) filtering of 3D region of interest (ROI) only keeping largest ROI (ventricles), (2) 3D
Gauss filtering (kernel size of 5x5x5, penalizing short axis distributions) to remove leftovers
attached to borders, (3) morphological closing (dilation / erosion) operations on 3D borders,
and (4) light 3D border smoothing to enforce 3D continuous surface.

Figure 15. Examples of sequential masking from T1 mapping to R1 images.
Further manual adjustments were performed on 3D masks to refine the final
segmentation. To ease this latter process, a T1 segmentation interface was created (Figure 16).
This included add and remove mask (2D and 3D), fixed working zoom, slice selection, different
2D views, contrast control, undo and storing functionalities, among others.
The software also allows us to include automatic segmentation algorithms as external
modules. The “maximum cohesion and minimum coupling” design criteria applied to the
interface design were really handy when debugging, also granting smooth scalability65. Finally,
refined R1 masks were stored as .dat files.
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Figure 16. Segmentation interface for 3D R1 images.

4.2.2 Diffusion tensor sequence
As previously explained in section 3.5, DTI characterizes tissue underlying structure, so proper
segmentation is a must before structural feature analysis. Interestingly, DTI segmentation
scenario resembled the T1 mapping one. Sixteen different images were acquired during DTI
(15 diffusion directions plus the B0 reference). About the B0 reference image, it was used to
generate the segmentation masks as it showed the best 3D myocardial delineation.
Agarose gel background was expected to show decreased diffusive responses from any
direction. This generally yielded reasonable contrast in 3D images, so a median diffusion
direction filter was implemented to remove agarose background. Simple dichotomical detection
using 3D histogram means in the median diffusion direction image yielded a reasonable
ventricular mask. After comparing to B0 image, main drawbacks were the presence of floating
patches and non-consistent 3D artefacts in mask. Again, 3D morphological processing
presented in previous 4.2.1 subsection was applied to the DTI mask to ensure smooth,
continuous and consistent 3D masks.
Figure 17 presents the segmentation interface adapted to DTI images. Most features
were similar, but two synchronized windows were included to always compare mask (yellow
region in left, Figure 17) to the anatomical B0 image (right side, Figure 17). If necessary,
manual refinements can be performed with the DTI interface. Once DTI masks were ready,
segmented DTI sequences were stored in DICOM files for further processing. Structural
features from segmented DTI were then calculated using DTIStudio62.
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Figure 17. Custom-designed segmentation interface for DTI images.
Every voxel in DTI was calculated from the corresponding acquired diffusion tensors.
Diagonalizing them, 3D diffusion directions (yellow arrow in left, Figure 12) were calculated
per voxel. These were composed of 3 eigenvectors (V0, V1 and V2 in left, Figure 12) and their
corresponding 3 eigenvalues (i.e. λ0, λ1 and λ2) acting as diffusion magnitudes. Mean diffusion
magnitude or mean diffusivity (MD) was calculated as the mean of these 3 eigenvalues. Based
on the mean diffusivity, the fractional anisotropy (FA) was calculated as

𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

3 �(λ0 − MD)2 + (λ1 − MD)2 + (λ2 − MD)2
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = �
,
2
2
2
2
�λ0 + λ1 + λ2
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 =

λ0 + λ1 + λ2
.
3

V0 is the direction contributing most to overall 3D diffusion direction (main direction,
Figure 12). As so, FA will be 1 (fully anisotropic region) whenever remaining eigenvectors do
not contribute to it (λ1 = λ2 = 0). On the other side, FA will be 0 (fully isotropic region) when
contributions between eigenvectors are same (λ0 = λ1 = λ2). This FA definition includes
contributions of every eigenvector, but partial FAs between 2 given eigenvectors were also
analyzed as
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 = √2

�(λ𝑖𝑖 − λ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 )2 + (λ𝑗𝑗 − λ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 )2
�λ2𝑖𝑖 + λ𝑗𝑗2

, 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤ℎ λ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =

λ𝑖𝑖 + λ𝑗𝑗
.
2
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Other anisotropy measurement is relative to the sum of each eigenvalue (trace). This is
called Relative Anisotropy (RA), calculated as follows:

𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

3 �(λ0 − MD)2 + (λ1 − MD)2 + (λ2 − MD)2
,
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
2

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = �

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = λ0 + λ1 + λ2 .

If the three eigenvectors are imagined to constitute a 3D ellipsoid, the ratio between ellipsoid
and unit sphere volumes is called Volume Ratio (VR). This was retrieved as detailed below:
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 = 1 −

λ0 ∗ λ1 ∗ λ2
.
MD3

Shape ratios from the ellipsoid model could also be quantified. Examples of these are the linear
(needle shape), planar (coin shape) and spherical (sphere shape) indices. These were also
calculated as follows:

and
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Apart from these, additional fiber orientation parameters were calculated using Matlab.
Fiber orientations were decomposed into helix and transverse angles (Figure 18) as previously
described43,66.

Figure 18. 3D image system used in fiber helix and transverse angle calculations. Modified
from Scollan et al.66
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Briefly, each voxel main eigenvector was projected towards image (short-axis) and
tangent (defined from epicardial border) planes. Angle rotations from perpendicular projected
eigenvector (located in both tangent and short-axis planes) towards eigenvector projections to
each plane defined helix and transverse angles respectively.
Also, a novel 3D regional orientation parameter was also defined. This was the Fiber
Disorganizaton Index (FDI), which quantifies 3D structural misalignment from each fiber to its
neighboring fibers. This 3D orientation divergence measurement was calculated as
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 =

∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖
,
𝑛𝑛 ∗ (𝜃𝜃)

where ai represents the angle between a given eigenvector and its neighboring ones, n is the
number of neighbors (set at n = 26 in 3D) and θ the maximum relative angle between two fibers
(set at 90 degrees). The idea behind FDI is to characterize 3D fiber aligned and misaligned
regions (left and right, Figure 19).

Figure 19. Fiber disorganization index examples, presenting 3D aligned (left) and
disorganized (right) fiber scenarios58.
To analyze FDI performance, we separated its contributions into eigenvectors. Thus 3
parameters (FDI0, FDI1 and FDI2) were retrieved depending on the eigenvector used in
calculations. Overall, every structural parameter derived from DTI was stored as a 3D image
and in .dat format for further analysis. These were the 3 eigenvalues (λ0, λ1 and λ2), FA, 3 partial
FAs (FA01, FA02 and FA12), RA, VR, Trace, mean diffusivity, LI, PI, SI, helix and transverse
angles, and 3 FDIs (FDI0, FDI1 and FDI2).
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4.3 Fiber map retrieval from diffusion
tensor sequences
In previous sections, DTI was referred to contain relevant information regarding tissue
underlying architecture. This information is generally calculated per voxel with local structural
parameters, usually not taking into account similarities between voxels. In order to assess
regional tissue connectivity, fiber tracking algorithms were used to assess underlying regional
architecture by means of tractography maps. Of note, tracts are not directly equivalent to cardiac
fibers. Instead, tracts are 3D representations of mean voxel diffusion directions combined with
regional similarity (Figure 20).

Figure 20. 3D tractography map example in infarcted heart. Fibers are color-encoded
following heart long axis58.
One common approach to fiber tracking in the literature is the Fiber Assignment by
Continuous Tracking (FACT) algorithm, as provided by DTIStudio62. Briefly, the algorithm is
controlled by two different parameters: FA and tract voxel-to-voxel turning angle (TA). The
FA, previously defined, quantifies mean tissue anisotropy (i.e., FA = 1 for purely anisotropic
tissue). TA assesses tract regional tilting angle with neighboring tracts. Altogether, tracts
growing process connects two given neighboring tracts if both FA and TA parameters are most
similar choice. Furthermore, decreased FA values (nearly isotropic) along with high TA angles
(harsh tilting transition) would stop tract growing process. Thus, two cutoff thresholds need to
be defined to generate fiber tractography maps in DTIStudio.
Currently, there is no consensus nor rationale for defining FACT growing parameters
for cardiac DTI after MI in the literature. Structural remodeling in the infarct region includes
severe fibrotic blocking regions along with viable fibers. These latter ones are responsible for
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VT maintenance, so our criteria should also be able to deal with them. Also, fiber structural
insights of the VT region of interest could be obtained if properly defined (subsection 4.4.2).
To our understanding, fiber generation criteria should resemble that of fibers in healthy
myocardium.
Consequently, a decision was made to generate fiber maps relying on structural features
from our own healthy myocardium data. Regarding FA in healthy tissue, a minimum level of
anisotropy was expected from cardiac fibers. Thus, we decided to filter nearly isotropic
situations, fixing a cutoff FA threshold of 0.05 % of the cumulative probability density function
(cPDF) in healthy regions. After this, fiber maps could be calculated from different TAs,
ranging from 0 to 90 degrees. In terms of volume, fiber maps should fill, at least, the bulk of
healthy regions. Therefore, cutoff TA threshold was defined as the minimum TA (swept in 5
degree steps) yielding over 90 % of filled volume within healthy regions.

4.4 3D region of interest definition for
analysis
At this point, the bulk of the image processing workflow has been defined. Per swine, full 3D
ventricular segmentations containing high resolution tissue characterization and diffusionderived structural properties have been obtained. This work was heading to find DTI structural
implications in scar, so prior 3D scar delineation was to be defined. Also, VT activation maps
contained 3D location information regarding tachycardia region of interest.
Due to the different nature in these data (R1 image, DTI image and EAM Euclidean
spaces), a common space was to be established to perform comparisons. This section thus
contains explanations about 3D scar detection, co-location and 3D VT region of interest
definition processes onto DTI space. This was decided to well-preserve DTI structural
information retrieved from infarcted hearts.

4.4.1 Scar region of interest
Scar was first delineated on R1 images, and then co-localized in DTI image space for
comparisons (Figure 21 and Figure 22). Firstly, we defined a cutoff threshold for masking based
on the full-width-half-maximum of the intensity histogram maximum peak from R1 images 51.
After ventricle segmentation in the R1 images, scar segmentation was obtained by thresholding
with normalized cutoff values of 0.45 for heterogeneous and dense scar, and 0.67 for dense scar
(Figure 21, left). Then, R1 ventricular segmentations were downsampled to DTI resolution.
To do so, 3D bounding boxes were defined to enclose segmentations. and an Otsu-based
algorithm enforcing similar scar volumes was applied to guarantee similar scar size as in the
R1 images (Figure 21, middle). This algorithm intended to tackle information loss in discrete
spaces after downsampling. Thirdly, a 2D registration with DTI image was performed using
rigid affine transformations (rotation and translation) between ventricle masks (Figure 21,
right).
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Figure 21. 2D scar definition workflow, including R1 scar delineation (left), downsizing to
DTI resolution (middle) and affine registration to DTI short axis slice (right).
These transformation matrices were afterwards applied to scar masks for registration
onto DTI. This was defined slice-to-slice as DTI sequence acquisition was in 2D. To ensure 3D
consistency, additional minor smoothing was performed (Figure 22). Original and registered
volumes were also quantified to double-check this procedure preserved the scar size.

Figure 22. 3D example of scar registration onto DTI from R1 sequence58.
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4.4.2 Ventricular tachycardia region of interest
This information was extracted from VT activation maps. Since structural insights in the VT
region of interest were to be retrieved, activation maps were registered onto the DTI image.
This process involved 3D Euclidean transformations towards the DTI image space. For this
purpose, the DTI mask was mapped to 3D Euclidean coordinates. A custom Nth – landmark
based rigid registration algorithm semi-automatically co-positioned activation maps in the
Euclidean DTI coordinates (Figure 24, left). Applied landmarks were the Aorta (anterior),
Mitral Annulus (posterior and lateral) and LV endocardial apex. covering endocardial LV
critical sites in both LV activation map and DTI’s equivalent chamber.
To implement this algorithm, situations with different amounts of landmarks had to be
considered. These could be divided into 4 scenarios, of increasing performance as a higher
amount of landmarks is available. Figure 23 illustrates this increasing performance with a
tetrahedron registration example (simplest test example covering all scenarios). .
For N = 1 (point landmark), target mesh was aligned to reference mesh matching its
corresponding landmark. For N = 2 (line landmark), target mesh line is linearly resized from
length ratio with reference mesh line. After alignment, vector rotation between them was
performed using Rodrigues’ rotation formula67. In brief, this formulates a rotational matrix (R)
to transform a given 3D vector to reference vector (𝑏𝑏� = (𝑏𝑏𝑥𝑥 , 𝑏𝑏𝑦𝑦 , 𝑏𝑏𝑧𝑧 )) same orientation. To do
so,
𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏� (𝜃𝜃) = 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼3 + 𝑋𝑋𝑏𝑏� ∙ sin(𝜃𝜃) + 𝑋𝑋𝑏𝑏2� ∙ (1 − cos(𝜃𝜃)),

where 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼3 is the 3x3 identity matrix, 𝜃𝜃 is the 3D angle between vectors, and 𝑋𝑋𝑏𝑏� encodes the
3x3 reference skew-symmetric matrix as
0
𝑋𝑋𝑏𝑏� = � 𝑏𝑏𝑧𝑧
−𝑏𝑏𝑦𝑦

−𝑏𝑏𝑧𝑧
0
𝑏𝑏𝑥𝑥

𝑏𝑏𝑦𝑦
−𝑏𝑏𝑥𝑥 �.
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In Figure 23 (left), tetrahedra registration with 2 landmarks guaranteed proper line landmark
orientation thanks to Rodrigues’ rotational approach. Still, additional info was required to coposition full tetrahedra in same 3D location.
In cases with N = 3 (triangle landmark), target mesh triangle was resized using the
square root ratio from target and reference triangle areas. This reflected the higher
dimensionality of the registration problem (surface vs. line landmarks). Again, after alignment
rotation between normal vectors in target and reference triangles was performed with
Rodrigues’ formula. As shown in Figure 23 (middle), 3 landmarks would ensure a co-planar
solution of same triangle surface. Still, there are infinite possible solutions matching this colocation situation, so additional landmarks are required to properly register tetrahedra.
When 4 or more landmarks (polygon landmarks) are available per mesh, an equivalent
closed polygon (convex hull) can be defined from them. Regarding resizing process, volume
ratio between target and reference polygon landmarks was calculated.
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Taking advantage from triangle-based definitions from polygon meshes, enclosed
volume could be calculated using the divergence theorem for vector fields. For a given 3D
vector field (𝐹𝐹⃗ ) crossing a closed volume,
� ∇ ∙ 𝐹𝐹⃗ 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 = � 𝐹𝐹⃗ ∙ 𝑛𝑛� ∙ 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕,

where 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 and 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 correspond to volume and surface differential elements from polygon
landmarks. Fortunately, discrete polygon meshes are decomposed into surface differentials
(i.e., triangles or quads). Defining a convenient vector field (i.e., 𝐹𝐹⃗ = (𝑥𝑥, 0,0) in Euclidean
coordinates), volume was directly calculated from polygon triangle surfaces and normals. Once
volume ratio between target and reference polygon landmarks was obtained, target was resized
using the cubic root of this ratio (increased dimensionality). Resized target polygon was then
aligned using centroid references. Afterwards, iterative triangle normal orientations between
equivalent polygon faces was performed as in the previous scenario. In Figure 23 (right),
tetrahedra registered with 4 landmarks were successfully co-located.
In real-world scenarios, polygon landmarks usually have lower resolution than
registration meshes, but algorithm outcomes generally showed good performance. Overall,
target VT activation map was co-located (3D positioned, scaled and oriented) with DTI
Euclidean coordinates. Finer manual registration was performed in Meshlab when necessary
to ensure a refined solution before generating the 3D VT region of interest. The good point
about this mapping process is that its inverse (going back to image space) is very much
straightforward. This is called bijective property, and it allowed us to define a well-contained
3D VT ROI in DTI space.

Figure 23. Examples of Nth-landmark based rigid registration algorithm with tetrahedra. 3D
rendering was performed using custom-made 3D registration interface.
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After registration, an early-meets-late (EML) region was automatically defined in the
VT activation map (Figure 24, middle). It was defined as the area containing activation times
varying up to a maximum of 10% of the VT cycle length from the earliest and latest activation
times, respectively. The junction between the earliest activation ROI and the latest activation
ROI was defined as the surface projection between the two ROIs.
To do so, from every point composing a given ROI, all possible mesh paths towards the
other ROI points were calculated. A Dijkstra (A*) path finder algorithm was implemented for
this aim. In practical visual terms, this process is equivalent to move one ROI towards the other,
leaving a footprint in mesh and progressively changing its shape towards the ending ROI.
Overall, this process defined a VT ROI onto the registered activation map.
This region was then projected towards DTI Euclidean coordinates with minimum
distances criterion. Those DTI Euclidean coordinates receiving a coincidence were then
converted backwards to DTI image coordinates. These acted as seeds in a custom seed-regiongrowing algorithm, yielding a compact 3D region of interest. This compact 3D ROI was
propagated outwards (volume projection) following the projection directions retrieved from
EML-to-DTI projection.
The volumetric 3D VT region of interest was thus defined as the intersection between
this volume projection and the DTI mask (Figure 24, right). This 3D endo - epicedial approach,
although coarser than the actual 3D VT channel, ensured the 3D VT channel to be contained
within it.

Figure 24. 3D VT region of interest definition pipeline example58.
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4.5 Diffusion tensor structural parameter
selection for analysis
Per swine, EP ventricular arrhythmia features were co-located with diffusion-derived structural
parameters in scar (heterogeneous and dense) and healthy regions. Then, structural features
were divided into DTI healthy and scar regions. The goal was to find those structural parameters
that best contributed to differentiate between scar and healthy regions.
To do so, those outperforming parameters per case (intra-case analysis) were first
detected. Afterwards, and to face biological variability, those surviving parameters were
analyzed between cases (inter-case analysis). The best ones were assigned to viable cardiac
tracts for further comparisons with ventricular arrhythmia features. Of note, those voxels not
constituting viable cardiac tracts were thus discarded in final structural contribution analyses
presented in Chapter 5.

4.5.1 Intra-case statistical analysis
Firstly, three distributions (healthy, heterogeneous and dense scar regions) per structural
parameter were obtained from each swine. Median, 5 % and 95 % percentile values were
calculated per distribution. Before deciding statistical test for comparisons, normality was
assessed in each distribution using the Anderson-Darling test68, which offers a robust approach
based on squared differences capable of dealing with broad ranges of sample sizes. For instance,
healthy region samples contained around 200,000 voxels, heterogeneous samples about 10,000
and dense samples about 5,000. Statistical significance threshold was set at p < 0.01. Further
comparisons within and between regions (intra and inter region analyses) were performed using
a Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s test for group pairs comparisons.
To conduct the intra-region comparisons, 3 exclusive intra-region ROIs of similar size
were generated by random subsampling in each region (healthy, heterogeneous and dense scar).
These ROIs were compared to each other to ensure that no statistically significant differences
were found within the same region per case. This procedure was repeated 3 times to test
sensitivity. Since multiple comparisons were conducted, statistical significance threshold was
adjusted below Bonferroni correction69 to p < 0.0001.
Parameters yielding significance in this intra-region test were discarded. Afterwards,
inter-region analysis looked for statistical differences between regions per swine, as in the intraregion analysis. Again, adjusted statistical significance threshold was set at p < 0.0001. Those
structural parameters providing significance in all region comparisons and accounting above
the quartile 75th of the succeeding cases were included in following the inter-case analysis.

4.5.2 Inter-case statistical analysis
Those structural parameters surviving the intra-case tests were analyzed in this step. Again,
Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s test comparisons were performed, setting significance threshold at
p < 0.0001. Four groups were created from all cases for comparisons: Healthy, heterogeneous,
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dense and full scar regions. Similarly to the intra-case comparisons, 3 random ROIs were
subsampled from each region. This process was also repeated three times as sensitivity test,
thus identifying the best parameters contributing to differentiate between regions.
These were associated to each corresponding tractography fiber (assessing viable tracts)
and included in a correlation analysis with ventricular arrhythmia inducibility (VT and VF) and
VT features. The Mann-Whitney U test was used for group comparisons. The Pearson’s
correlation coefficient calculation was used for assessing associations. A p<0.05 was
considered statistically significant for both group and variable comparisons. All data were
analyzed in Graphpad Prism (GraphPad Software Inc., California, US), except DTI group
comparisons, which were carried out using ad-hoc software developed in Matlab.
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Chapter 5

Structural contributions
analysis
This chapter includes results after performing swine experiments following methodology from
chapter 4. Firstly, fiber map generation criteria were obtained. This allowed further analysis of
viable fiber regions involved with ventricular arrhythmia features under analysis. Also,
structural insights from the VT region of interest were analyzed. Secondly, diffusion parameters
best detecting structural differences between healthy and scar regions were obtained after intra
and inter case analyses. Afterwards, final comparisons with these parameters in viable fibers
and ventricular arrhythmia features were performed. In the next chapter, these structural
findings are discussed in more detail.
Between September 2015 and January 2017, 12 pigs with MI and 3 healthy weightmatched controls underwent complete invasive electrophysiology characterization and CMR
studies, as detailed in chapter 3. All baseline characteristics, scar volumes, VT and VF features
are summarized in Table 1. Registered scar volumes were also quantified, presenting similar
levels as compared to high resolution R1 scar delineation (Figure 25). This also provided some
extra validation of the registration process towards the DTI sequence.

Figure 25. Registered scar volumes between R1 and DTI58.
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Table 1. Baseline features from VT inducible, Only VF inducible and Control cohorts.
Continuous data are expressed as median with interquartile ranges and categorical data as n
(%)58.
VT INDUCIBLE

ONLY VF INDUCIBLE

(n = 8)

(n = 4)

CONTROLS
(n = 3)

Baseline data
Male gender, n (%)

8 (100)

4 (100)

2 (66.67)

58 [53 – 62.25]

61.25 [52 – 70.38]

55 [52.75 – 56.5]

33.95 [31.08 – 36.43]

38.9 [33.3 – 43.63]

52.3 [49.5 – 54.05]

30.63 [24.73 – 49.03]

25.77 [20.57 – 30.9]

Dense scar volume (cm3)

4.53 [3.45 – 6.39]

6.08 [3.38 – 9.26]

Total scar volume (cm3)

39.03 [29.52 – 52.86]

31.15 [23.25 – 40.16]

Weight prior to the VT study (kg)
LVEF (%)
T1 scar data
Heterogeneous scar volume (cm3)

VT features data
Different SMVT episodes

2.5 [1.75 – 3.25]

SMVT cycle length (ms)

213 [205 – 266]

SMVT similarity index (%)

98.97 [98.71 – 99.19]

SMVT episode duration (s)

132.56 [70.79 – 251.73]

Aggressiveness index (%)

25.53 [13.98 – 38.50]

VTs CL dispersion per animal (%)

3.3 [1.7-8.9]

VF inducibility data
VF Aggressiveness index (%)

87.06 [61.92 – 100]

18.99 [12.97 – 32.91]

100 [100 – 100]

To establish a minimum cutoff value for FA, we discarded FA values below 5% of the cPDF
in healthy myocardium. As presented in Figure 26 (left), healthy regions from 15 swine yielded
an FA cutoff value of 0.097.
The cutoff value for the TA was defined as the minimum value sufficient to fill the bulk
of every healthy region with fibers (thus avoiding algorithm-related spurious fiber tracts).
Consequently, filled healthy volume (n=15) of each case was obtained by sweeping TA from 0
degrees to 90 degrees, in 5-degree steps. Healthy regions reached volume-filling levels over 90
% (92.3 %) for TA values of 40 degrees (Figure 26, right), which was established as the TA
cutoff value to generate fiber maps. This also serves as a viable tract filter, defining those
regions involved in ventricular arrhythmia comparisons.
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Figure 26. Fiber map generation criteria results from analyzed healthy regions58.

5.1 Diffusion tensor parameters siege
Using registered scar delineation on DTI data, diffusion-derived structural parameters were
associated to healthy, heterogeneous scar and dense scar regions. They were then used to assess
potential intra- and inter-region differences in each case (intra-case analysis). Those parameters
providing better performance were afterwards included in the inter-case analysis. Both intraand inter-case analyses set statistical significance threshold at p < 0.0001, thanks to the large
amount of samples from each swine. Best structural parameters for all comparisons were
included in further ventricular arrhythmia analysis.

5.1.1 Intra-case statistical results
Analysis of DTI structural parameters was conducted between healthy myocardium,
heterogeneous and dense scar regions. Validation by means of intra-region analysis did not
show any statistically significant differences between different regions for any of the DTI
parameters (Figure 27, left). Such intra-region comparisons also provided additional validation
to the registration process. Then, the statistical power of each DTI parameter was analyzed to
detect structural differences between dense, heterogeneous and healthy regions per swine.
Comparisons between healthy vs. heterogeneous scar regions, healthy vs. dense scar
regions, and heterogeneous vs. dense scar regions were performed. Moreover, these analyses
were performed three times to test sensitivity. Interestingly, nearly half of the included DTI
parameters succeeded in every intra-case comparison and overall provided significance above
the quartile 75th of the succeeding cases (Figure 27, right). These were further included in the
inter-case analysis.
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Figure 27. DTI structural parameters intra-case analysis58.

5.1.2 Inter-case statistical results
Structural parameters reaching this stage were: λ0, λ1, FA02, FA12, λ2, FA, FDI0, Trace, FDI1 and
Planar Index. Merging all healthy, heterogeneous and dense regions respectively, inter-case
comparisons were carried out using these parameters. Again, comparisons between regions
were healthy vs heterogeneous, healthy vs. dense, and heterogeneous vs dense. Analysis of
different random subsamples was performed 3 times as sensitivity test, similarly to the intracase analysis. Figure 28 presents results on the inter-case performance of the included structural
parameters.
Only the main eigenvalue (λ0) and the main FDI (FDI0) passed all comparisons for every
sensitivity test. Consequently, these two parameters were associated to each corresponding
cardiac tract for further ventricular arrhythmia feature comparisons. Of note, the only parameter
capable of differentiating between heterogeneous and dense regions (apart from λ0 and FDI0)
was the transverse FDI (FDI1).
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Figure 28. DTI structural parameters inter-case analysis58.
As a final insight into diffusion-derived parameters, we sought to analyze the amount
of common information of these parameters. Thus, we calculated the cross-correlation matrix
in full scar distributions (Figure 29). Interestingly, only FDI0 provided a high level of statistical
independence (just presenting cross-information with FDI1), as compared to other structural
parameters. As expected, dependencies between λ0 with other eigenvalues and their different
combinations (i.e. FA and Trace) were also observed, but not with FDI0.

Figure 29. Full scar cross-correlation matrix from DTI structural parameters.
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5.2 Ventricular arrhythmia features
comparison
From the statistical siege, only the λ0 and FDI0 were selected as diffusion parameters best
detecting structural differences between healthy and scar regions. They were assigned to viable
tracts and included in the following comparisons: VT and VF inducibility (n=12), VT cycle
length (n=8) and VT induction sensitivity. To compare their performance, classical parameters
such as the LVEF and scar volumes (heterogeneous scar, dense scar and total scar volumes)
were also included in comparisons.
To better present structural outcomes, the main eigenvalue and all scar volumes are
generally not presented in ventricular arrhythmia comparisons, due to lack of significance. Only
full scar distribution was included as example in VT vs. Only VF inducibility comparisons
(Figure 30, top left) to present scar volumes lack of significance. In case of diffusion-derived
parameters, only the main FDI is shown for comparisons.

5.2.1 Ventricular tachycardia and fibrillation
inducibility
Scar volumes, either heterogeneous, dense or total scar volumes did not show
statistically significant differences (Figure 30, top left) between pigs with inducible VT (n=8)
after programmed ventricular stimulation and those, in which only VF was inducible (n=4). A
conventional clinical parameter as the LVEF (Figure 30, bottom left) could find statistical
differences between healthy (n=3) and VT inducible swine (n=8). Conversely, those being only
VF inducible cases (n= 4) did not yield any statistical significance with healthy and VT
inducible cases.
Unlike scar volumes or LVEF, the FDI0 corresponding to dense scar regions (Figure 30,
right) was significantly higher in pigs in which only VF was inducible compared with VT
inducible animals (p=0.0485. 0.36, with IQR: 0.36-0.37 vs. 0.32, with IQR: 0.26-0.33,
respectively). This finding was especially relevant since only VF inducible swine were more
sensitive to VF induction (Figure 31) than VT inducible swine (p=0.0202. AI 19 %, IQR 1332.9 % vs. AI 87.1 %, 61.9–100 %) and controls (n=3. p=0.0184. AI 100 %).
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Figure 30. VT vs only VF inducibility comparisons58.

Figure 31. Sensitivity to VF induction analysis per cohor58t.

5.2.2 Ventricular tachycardia cycle length
Median VT CL for each VT inducible swine (n=8) significantly correlated with the FDI within
regions of heterogeneous scar (p=0.0400, R2=5320). Thus, the higher the FDI in heterogeneous
scar regions, the slower the median VT CL will be (Figure 32, right).
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Figure 32. VT cycle length correlations58.
Furthermore, lower disorganization levels in heterogeneous scar would contribute in faster
median VT cycle lengths. Again, scar volumes (heterogeneous, dense and full scar regions) nor
LVEF did not yield any statistical significance, as presented in Figure 32 (top left and bottom
left respectively).

5.2.3 Induction sensitivity in ventricular
tachycardia
The induction sensitivity in the VT inducible cohort (n=8) was also analyzed. The AI for VT
induction significantly correlated (Figure 33, right) with the FDI within regions of dense scar
(p=0.0231, R2=0.6048). Thus, the higher the FDI in regions corresponding to dense scar, the
lower will be the AI for VT induction. Conversely, and following previous performance, neither
scar volumes nor LVEF correlate with the retrieved AI (Figure 33, top left and bottom left).
Overall, fiber disorganization seemed to be involved in several VT features, modulating
VT cycle length and ventricular arrhythmia sensitivity. To gain further structural insight in 3D
VT regions of interest, FDI presence was further quantified when VT activation maps were
available. In 4 out of 8 VT inducible swine, 6 different long-lasting and hemodynamically stable
VT episodes (median duration 704 s, IQR 363-1516 s) were point-by-point mapped to identify
the VT re-entrant circuit, entrance and exit sites. All the VT circuits were identified in the
endocardial side of the LV after a median of 328 (with IQR: 280 – 441) activation points.
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Figure 33. VT induction sensitivity correlations58.
3D VT ROIs showed the highest FDI values and strongest statistical power (Figure 34,
left) compared with healthy myocardial areas (p=0.0038. 0.38, with IQR: 0.34-0.44 vs. 0.24,
with IQR: 0.20–0.27, respectively). Of note, regions enclosed by 3D VT ROI were respectively
excluded from other regions. This granted full fiber disorganization analysis in the VT ROI and
comparisons with the rest of regions.
Interestingly, further tissue characterization of the 3D VT ROI (Figure 34, right) showed
that such highly disorganized fiber tracts are within healthy and heterogeneous scar regions (93
%, IQR 80.7-99.7%). The endo-epicardial approach to generate 3D VT ROIs was coarser than
the actual 3D VT channel (thus quantifying extra healthy tissue). Although quantifying some
extra healthy tissue, this supports the need of viable healthy regions to maintain VT reentry.

Figure 34. FDI structural insights from 3D VT ROIs58.
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Chapter 6

Implications on structural
bases of ventricular
tachycardia.
Limitations in the clinic
In previous chapter, most relevant structural parameters (λ0 and FDI0) along with classical
measurements like scar volumes and LVEF were compared to assessed ventricular arrhythmia
features. These were VT / VF inducibility, VT cycle length and sensitivity to VT induction.
Interestingly, only the FDI0 was significant in all comparisons. The LVEF, although significant
differences were found between control and VT inducible cohorts, it failed to distinguish
between VT and Only VF inducible cohorts, and between control and Only VF inducible swine.
This is of special relevance in risk stratification after MI, as LVEF failed to distinguish
between a VT cohort and a higher risk one as the Only VF one, with possible lethal
consequences. For both VT cycle length and VT induction sensitivity, not even a tendency was
found of association with LVEF. Although the LVEF could be the reflection of several
conditions as the myocardial injury due to the prior infarction, this would be in agreement with
previous literature reporting low LVEF specificity as it is not directly related to ventricular
arrhythmia mechanisms57.
Regarding scar volumes (heterogeneous, dense and full scar), they did not yield any
statistical significance for the assessed features either. Although high resolution tissue
characterization was performed, this is in contrast with several studies in the literature. For
instance, Schmidt and colleagues70 reported the extent of heterogeneous scar to be significantly
involved in VT induction. However, several issues could have blurred their results. CMR
sequences were acquired with a coarse spatial resolution of 1.5x2.4x8 mm, reflecting the study
limitations to accurately delineate heterogeneous scar regions (i.e. partial volume). Besides, no
data regarding sensitivity to VF induction between VT and Only VF cases was reported.
Alexandre et al.50 found scar extent to correlate with the mean VT CL. Spontaneous VT
episodes were recorded by an implantable cardioverter defibrillator during the first 12 to 13
beats. Such short time window to characterize VT features (i.e. monomorphic, sustained and
stable CL) may have hindered the overall conclusions, as opposed to detailed sustained
monomorphic VT episode characterization approach (median VT cycle length using all episode
beats, similarity index and duration) included in this thesis work.
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Fiber disorganization, as quantified from FDI0, was the only succeeding structural
parameter in ventricular arrhythmia comparisons. From these contributions, the scar role in VT
features can be depicted. Figure 35 summarizes both heterogeneous and dense scar roles in VT.
Fiber disorganization within dense scar areas was higher in animals with only inducible VF at
low values of the AI. On the other side, dense scar disorganization in VT inducible swine
presented low FDI levels, requiring a much higher AI to induce VF. As so, higher
disorganization levels in dense scar may ease VF appearance (i.e. promoting functional
blockades). This region also seemed to modulate swine sensitivity to VT, presenting high
disorganization in dense scar for those cases with low AI in VT induction.
Besides, those cases with lower dense scar disorganization required higher AI levels to
induce a VT episode. This is rather interesting, as low disorganization levels in dense scar
seemed to hinder ventricular arrhythmia appearance. As disorganization increases in this
region, less aggressive stimulation is necessary for VT to arise. Whenever high levels of
disorganization are reached, FDI impeding contribution is such not even macroscale VT reentry
mechanisms could be maintained. This could then be promoting chaotic propagation patterns
(i.e. easing scattered wavefront breakup) leading to VF initiation.
In case of heterogeneous scar regions, underlying disorganization seemed to modulate
the VT cycle length. Whereas VT inducible swine with low disorganization levels could present
fast VT episodes, those with high heterogeneous scar disorganization may arise slower VT
cycle lengths. Given the nearly linear correlation between FDI and CL, heterogeneous
disorganization may have a strong contribution on wavefront propagation. Consequently,
higher FDI levels in heterogeneous scar may slow down regional propagation, increasing the
cycle length of the arising VT episode if sustained. In case low FDI values are present in
heterogeneous scar, a less impeding pathway would regionally ease wavefront propagation. If
sustained, a faster VT episode may take place.

Figure 35. Underlying FDI in scar implications in ventricular arrhythmia.
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Some groups previously addressed the potential relevance of 3D fiber architecture in
VT mechanisms. Ciaccio et al. depicted canine model fiber harsh orientation changes in
entrance site from VT channel, slowing down propagation, yielding altered propagation
anisotropy and thus promoting reentry to occur. Anter and colleagues33 reported a post-MI
swine model with thorough electrical characterization in the VT ROI using a high resolution
multipolar basket catheter approach. Both entrance and exit sites in VT channels included
curved wavefront propagations with decreased conduction velocities.
This thesis work presents a novel structural parameter encoding 3D regional fiber
disorganization. The comparisons of these data with the ventricular arrhythmia features
evaluated (VT vs Only VF inducibility, VT cycle length and sensitivity to VT induction) may
contribute to disentangle the possible role of structural disorganization in ventricular
arrhythmia mechanisms. Underlying scar fibers in 3D disorganized regions seem to be
responsible of both slowing down and altered propagation anisotropy phenomena.
Consequently, this contributed to only VF or VT inducibility (from dense scar), and if VT
inducible, to VT cycle length velocity (from heterogeneous scar). Additional insights into the
3D VT region of interest presented altered high disorganization values, comparable to those
from scar regions. This is very much in agreement with previous studies, as it may promote
decreased conduction velocities in entrance and exit sites.
Moreover, fiber maps were derived from DTI sequences using the FACT algorithm with
brute-force approach. Generation criteria was defined to match healthy myocardium properties
(anisotropy in cardiac fibers and healthy volume filling), yielding fiber maps only
accomplishing viable fiber definitions. Of note, the cutoff TA was defined as the minimum TA
value reaching filling volumes over 90 % in healthy regions. This discarded possible spurious
tracts derived from FACT algorithm. Interestingly, some viable tracts were also found in dense
scar. This is consistent with a previous publication reporting histopathological analysis of both
endocardial and epicardial fibrosis, which described the presence of surviving tissue 22.
Furthermore, this is in agreement with previous VT channel insights after MI- In these, dense
scar is generally considered as an electrically isolating regions, defining the protected isthmus
barriers. Conversely, very slow conduction areas were reportedin channel boundaries33.
Could altered fiber architecture delineate scar regions from DTI? Mekkaoui and
colleagues54 recently reported that propagation angles derived from fiber maps may have scar
delineation capabilities. The propagation angle is the angle variation between a given fiber
region orientation and its neighboring regions. To do so, neighboring regions need to belong to
the same fiber, not evaluating the misalignment contribution of different surrounding fibers.
not retrieving a full 3D regional evaluation, but this has to be further evaluated.
Furthermore, recent reports have addressed the relevance of 3D thickness in VT regions
of interest36. Takigawa et al. presented 12 post-MI VT patients with VT ROIs and 3D thickness
assessment by means of multidetector computed tomography. Critical sites of the VT ROI were
reported to be located within myocardial regions with altered thickness ranging from 1 mm to
4 mm. Although coming from micrometer and millimeter scale sources respectively, both fiber
disorganization and 3D thickness describe structural remodeling phenomena involved in VT
reentrant features. Thus, millimeter thinning phenomena defining critical sites of the VT ROI
could derive in micrometer scale consequences, as analyzed in our 3D VT ROIs with altered
FDI values and located in thinned regions.
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Of course, there are no approaches without limitations. First, this work is based on
experimental swine studies. Although the post-MI swine model is well-established in the
literature to study VT reentrant mechanisms, direct association with clinical outcomes is not
straightforward. VT structural insights, however, could provide mechanistic hints for human
studies. Also, ventricular arrhythmic events were induced following the programmed
ventricular stimulation protocol (Figure 13), so extrapolation to clinical spontaneous events is
not straightforward either. For instance, the induction protocol only applied decreasing pacing
stimuli from a single region. Additional tested pacing sites would have provided extra validation
of the induction process for VT and VF. Nonetheless, the high dense scar disorganization in
only VF inducible swine along with gentle AI levels for VF induction make VT induction rare
in these animals from different sites.
Tissue characterization was acquired from ex-vivo R1 images (derived from T1ª
mapping sequences), as opposed to clinical in-vivo LGE images composed from a single
relaxation time providing enough contrast. Also, registration process towards DTI (involving
resolution downgrading and 2D processes) might have introduced some error in quantifications.
However, special care was taken in every step in this process (i.e. volume-preserving
algorithm), and thus registered scar volumes were equivalent to original delineation from R1
images (Figure 25). Regarding growing parameters for fiber maps derived from DTI sequences,
the rationale applied was heuristically derived from our own data. Although the TA cutoff
threshold was defined to reach reasonable filling volumes in healthy regions, this would still
require additional validation. Additionally, outperforming DTI structural parameters included
in comparisons were obtained by setting a stricter significance threshold than the one adjusted
from Bonferroni correction (roughly ten times lower). This was decided to face biological
variability between swine as different infarct distributions were generated.
About 3D VT region of interest definitions, this endo-epicardial approach was coarser
than the actual 3D VT channel region. Since 3D activation data during VT was only available
as a 3D surface region, this process guaranteed the VT channel to be contained within it.
Moreover, the amount of manual refinements using Meshlab after automatic registration
between VT activation maps and DTI’s equivalent chamber were not quantified. Furthermore,
3D fiber disorganization levels were not assessed from 3D histopathological slice
reconstructions. This last evaluation, however, would be hindered from the tissue slice
preservation process (i.e., drying effect with slice shear), so it would not be ground truth in any
case for comparisons. Still, disorganization levels in scar are consistent with previous reported
histopathological insights22.
In general terms, relevant structural insights were found to contribute in evaluated
ventricular arrhythmia features in swine after MI. These were derived from ex-vivo DTI
sequences with acquired resolution of isotropic 1.1 mm3. Thinking on a clinical scenario,
cardiac DTI is not acquired in post-MI VT patients. Instead, tissue characterization is retrieved
from in-vivo LGE images. The need of additional sequence acquisition covering full 3D
ventricles with no straightforward clinical outcomes excluded DTI from patient studies.
Besides, in-vivo DTI resolutions rarely reach isotropic 1.1 mm3 when covering full ventricles,
so feasibility in patient studies is limited.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions
The main aim of this thesis was to find structural insights from scar regions contributing
to ventricular arrhythmia features in a VT swine model after MI. Assessed features were VT
vs. only VF inducibility, sensitivity to VT induction and VT cycle length. Two additional wellestablished clinical parameters (scar volumes and LVEF) were included in comparisons for this
aim. A novel diffusion-derived structural parameter named FDI was proposed to quantify 3D
regional fiber disorganization. . Interestingly, only the FDI provided relevant contributions in
all comparisons. The role of heterogeneous and dense scar in those ventricular arrhythmia
features was thus assessed from those comparisons. Therefore, the main conclusions this work
has achieved are:
(1) The DTI-derived structural parameters best detecting statistical differences between healthy
and infarcted regions were the FDI and the main eigenvalue. To reach these structural
insights, both intra – case and inter – case comparisons were conducted. Regions under
statistical evaluation were defined as healthy myocardium, heterogeneous scar and dense
scar. To put it in different words, only the main diffusion modulus and its relative 3D
orientation were robust enough in these statistical comparisons.
(2) Disorganization levels in dense scar region stratified ventricular arrhythmia inducibility.
High FDI levels in dense scar significantly associated to only VF inducibility. When low
FDI in dense scar was present, this contributed to VT episode induction. Sensitivity to VT
induction was also stratified with FDI, being those cases with lower disorganization in
dense scar less sensitive to induced tachycardia episodes. Consequently, dense scar
disorganization would significantly support the VT / only VF switch, also modulating the
sensitivity of VT induction
(3) In VT inducible cases, heterogeneous region disorganization significantly promoted CL
modulation of the tachycardia episodes. Decreased FDI levels in heterogeneous scar would
allow wavefront to propagate faster, yielding episodes with faster VT CLs. Conversely,
high FDI levels in the heterogeneous region could contribute to hinder wavefront
propagation velocity.
Overall, 3D fiber disorganization (as quantified from FDI) postulates as a strong
ventricular arrhythmia risk stratifier after MI in swine. This information could serve as basis to
better stratify risk in post-MI patients before undergoing likely arrhythmic episodes.
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Related future work could bridge unavailable disorganization information with
currently available tissue characterization in order to better stratify risk in patients. As briefly
mentioned in Chapter 6, thinning phenomena and underlying fiber disorganization are
millimeter-scale and micrometer scale consequences describing a common problem like
structural remodeling. Thus, macrostructural features like thickness could potentially be of
relevance when predicting fiber disorganization in scar. Regarding predictions, deep learning
techniques have proved great performance in learning optimized predictive features in
cardiovascular risk prediction scenarios71,72. Since these macrostructural features, along with
scar delineation, can be obtained from available LGE, future research could involve deep
learning approaches to predict fiber disorganization from available LGE images. This could
serve as basis to better stratify ventricular arrhythmia risk in post-MI patients, not requiring
additional DTI sequence acquisition.
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